Generalized Stone-Wales transformation as the possible origin of ferromagnetism in polymeric C60: a density-functional theory study.
Recently, there has been a proposal [Y.-H. Kim et al., Phys. Rev. B 68, 125420 (2003)] suggesting that ferromagnetic interactions in compressed and heated polymeric-C(60) solids could be due to the existence of triplet open cages resulting from successive generalized Stone-Wales transformations within the C(60) cage. Here, by performing B3LYP3-21G and B3LYP6-31G(d) optimizations, we carried out a systematic investigation of the thermodynamics and kinetics of the mechanism of generation of these open cages in their closed-shell singlet, open-shell singlet, and triplet states. We also computed the magnetic interactions induced by the open cages presenting a triplet ground state. Our results indicate that this mechanism is not appropriate to explain the ferromagnetism found in compressed and heated polymeric C(60) for the following reasons: (a) the formation of the only open cage presenting a triplet ground state requires overpassing a highest energy point of 318 kcal/mol, well above other competitive mechanisms reported in the literature; the triplet open cages formed are not stable against their transformation into a diamagnetic intermediate; (c) the magnetic interactions between two adjacent triplet open cages are antiferromagnetic.